
June 2018 

Layout Update 

 
The 25th Anniversary cars are in.  They look great and are available at 

the CLRC Store.  The Layout continues to get better.  Dennis Zandeer 

from Z-Stuff came in to help John Billone trouble shoot the switches.  They found that many were operating 

correctly.  They also found that some had to be replaced as they were defective, and others are not compatible 

with the circuitry protocols and may need to be replaced with other switch motors.  We ended the month with our 

picnic at the CLRC Train House.  When we selected the date, we did not know that it was going to be the hottest 

day of the year, over 100° Heat Index.  Surprisingly though, the building kept the temperature of 78° when we 

entered.  Everyone enjoyed the appetizers brought in by members and the main course which we had catered.  

Member’s deserts capped the picnic.   

 

June was a good month. 

 
 

     
Bill painting rail Logging switchback in the mountains Mining Town at trestle 
 
 

     
Ed and Steve enjoying the progress Dennis, Ed helping John on switches John replacing switch 
 
 

     
Dennis and Steve discuss switches Collin and Diane enjoying CLRC picnic Rich enjoying a moment in the   
  backshop 
 



     
Charlie and Ed in the valley Walley and Peter loving the day Mike and Billy at the Picnic 
 

     
Nick and his dad having a good day Dorothy and Jeff with nice scenery Diane and Jim enjoying the layout 
 

     
Herb takes selfie with John Deb, Nancy and Pat the better halves Phil and Ed reviewing the catalog 
 
 

     
Mike and Al updating the data Ray, Ken and Gary agree on trains Ed and Bob with 25th Anniversary Car 
 

     
Billy and Jerry check out the Beltline Stuenkel Family up in the mezzanine  CLRC 25th Anniversary Car 
 
Let me know if you would like one or more of the pictures.  Herbert W. Koch herbwkoch@gmail.com 708-577-3156 

mailto:herbwkoch@gmail.com

